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n the last issue of Safety Net, I spoke about the importance
of valuing instructions as gifts to ensure our success. In
this issue, let’s dig a little deeper and examine some of the
underlying attitudes and values that seem so prevalent in our
current society.
In the Simon and Garfunkel song “The Boxer”, a phrase
struck me: “All lies and jests, still a man hears what he wants
to hear and disregards the rest…” This reminded me of the
verse in Judges 21:25 that states: “In those days there was no
king in Israel; every man did what was right in his own eyes.”
Of course, “Every way of a man is right in his own eyes…”
(Prov. 21:2a), so we should not be surprised that we can so
easily justify our actions and behavior.
We are brought up short, however, when we read
Proverbs 12:15: “The way of a fool is right in his own eyes,
but he who listens to counsel is wise.” In our hearts, we know
this is true, and we see this truth acknowledged all around us
in everyday life, where we see groups of people tasked with
making important decisions, rather than individuals, such as
boards of directors, city councils, juries, and legislative bodies.
Even the presidents of our nations have cabinets and advisers
to discuss things with.
Our downfall seems to come when we stubbornly refuse
to accept good advice or recognize truth. This advice or truth
could be coming from our loved ones or peers, or those in
authority over us, or by written instructions. Whether it is
pride or something else, we tend to get into the “don’t confuse
me with the facts, my mind is made up” mode, and that
usually results in disaster.
Where does this stubborn or rebellious streak come
from? It seems that every human being has some tendency
that way. What about family, company, or organizational
values? Is it more common these days than in the past? These
are the questions that MSI has been pondering for some time.
It would appear that in our society, there is a growing trend
toward not respecting or not being in submission to authority.
This trend has an impact even in missionary aviation.
It has been suggested that one of the factors contributing
to this trend is the democratization of Christianity. Another
way of saying it is that the penetration of Christian faith in
society usually and paradoxically results in values that are
contrary to those in the Bible. As Jesus established the church,
our principles and behavior are not supposed to be governed
by the rule of an unchristian majority or, worse yet, by each

individual who uses his political freedom as an absolute right
to “do what is right in his own eyes.” Without a firm grasp of
the accountability to the authority that God has placed us
under, it is very easy for us to do our own thing and ignore
instructions and restrictions. Obedience becomes voluntary,
and we pick and choose what things we will comply with.
This so easily becomes part of our life, and affects our attitude
even when it comes to aviation. The proper Biblical attitude is
found in Romans 13:1-3 and I Peter 2: 12-14, where we are
commanded to obey the authority of those over us, because
they have been given that authority from God.
Understanding and accepting this truth is critically
important. When we cut loose from the anchor that all
authority is from God, and that we are accountable to those
that are placed in authority over us here on earth, we drift
aimlessly in a sea where there is no right or wrong, and
where disobedience is easily justified at every turn. This
will eventually lead to disaster, as our ship comes to grief on
the rocks of poor decisions and unintended consequences.
In the world of missionary aviation, these “shipwrecks” are
extremely costly, resulting in the loss of lives, very expensive
equipment, our reputations, and sometimes even the survival
of the organization itself.
What must be done? When an aircraft is headed toward
a mountain, a 10 degree heading change isn’t enough—a
180 degree change is! These harmful attitudes are just as
deadly as flying toward a mountain, and drastic corrections
are called for. MSI is acting as the lighthouse on the rocks,
or the Enhanced Ground Proximity Warning System that
is shouting “Terrain! Terrain! Pull Up! Pull Up!” We hope
to influence everyone to take these warnings seriously as we
continually seek to

Make Safety a Way of Life!
Jon Egeler
President
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Botswanna—FMS, FMC and FMZ

A

fter traveling for two days (including a 15 hour buncrusher of a flight from Atlanta to Johannesburg), one
could rightfully expect to find more of substance at the end
of the journey. But by Africa’s teeming standards, Botswana,
at first glance, was underwhelming. With a mere quarter of
a million residents, the capital city of Gaborone wouldn’t
even rate as a second tier city in most African countries,
and the country’s entire population of 1.8 million would
fit comfortably in one of Nairobi’s sprawling suburbs.
The desert sands of the Kalahari, which dominates the
entire center of the country, is one reason for such a small
population, but equally at play is an AIDS epidemic which
has ravaged the populace faster than just about any place in
the world.
But like many situations in life, first impressions can
be terribly misleading. There was far more substance to be
found there than first met the eye. Botswana is also the land
of the San people, the inspiration for The Gods Must Be
Crazy movie, and Flying Mission Services (FMS).
FMS is unique in mission aviation circles. It is a
fully commercial air charter and aviation repair business
which services a large part of the southern Africa region.
Its primary customer is the Botswana government health
service and it isn’t unusual to see one of FMS’s King Airs
launch in the middle of the night to transfer a critically
ill patient from an outlying clinic to one of the country’s
major hospitals. FMS is also a player in the profitable safari
tour business in the northern part of the country and flies
international tourists from one wilderness camp to another
in the Okavango Delta region of Botswana.
But FMS is just one of Flying Mission’s three branches
and it exists to provide the cash flow that makes the
existence of the other two branches possible. From Flying
Mission’s very birth in 1977, caring for critically ill patients
has been a vital part of its ministry. Today, Flying Mission
Cares (FMC) does its best to meet the needs of the country’s
HIV/AIDS patients and their families. Through its efforts
and those of like minded organizations, the devastating
effects of AIDS have been lessened in a measurable way,
and the rate of HIV infection appears to have finally turned
the corner in Botswana.
Flying mission’s third branch is Flying Mission
Zambia (FMZ), a “classic” missionary transportation
support service in Botswana’s neighbor to the north. It
services a number of mission hospitals and other ministries
across Africa’s heartland. Realistically, neither FMZ nor
FMC would be able to function nearly so well without the
financial support of FMS.
With so much other ministry depending on FMS’s
success, it is no wonder that MSI was traveling to Gaborone
to conduct a safety seminar and audit tailored just for them.
After all, without a first-rate and safe operation, how could
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FMS possibly hope to do its job well? The audit came first,
and it should come as no surprise to learn that MSI found
some issues that needed to be dealt with. That happens
everywhere. However, what makes the difference between a
successful and unsuccessful audit is the attitude of those on
the receiving end. Much like a patient going to the doctor
for a yearly physical, if there is push-back, evasiveness and
a refusal to change during an audit, the benefits are few.
However, where the attitude is one of learning, improving
and correcting, the benefits are enormous. Suffice it to say
that the FMS leadership was looking for a very profitable
growing experience—and got one.
The seminar, on the other hand, was a wide-open affair
with 40 participants coming from all directions—South
Africa, Zambia, and various parts of Botswana. It was a
great time of building relationships with representatives
from the Civil Aviation Authority and a half dozen other
organizations as well as providing numerous opportunities
for sharing experiences and learning new information.
So, are these inter-galactic journeys really worth the
effort? Despite the fact that we sometimes spend as much
time in the air as we do on the ground in ministry, the answer
is a resounding “YES.” How do we know? You can see it—
• When the “light” of understanding comes on, and
procedures that have been followed by rote (or not) for
years suddenly make sense.
• When gratitude pours forth for lending support
to the lonely safety voice that has been “crying in the
wilderness” without recognition for too long.
• When the eyes widen in amazement at hearing
information that has never been a part of the training
package before.
• When the head drops in shame in the face of evidence
that procedures have gotten sloppy without realizing it.
• When the creative juices start flowing during a
seminar group discussion.
• When there is new hunger and commitment for
doing the job better than ever before.
Perhaps one could (and should) question our sanity
because we’re about to head out the door again on another
looooong journey, only this time to Asia where the cities
are as packed with people as the Kalahari is empty of them.
What in the world are we doing? The simple answer is—
ministry. Ministry to aviators working in areas that are
usually well beyond the normally beaten path. But then,
that’s why they’re there—and why we go to see them. Those
intrepid bands of pilots and mechanics aren’t making big
bucks flying in the backwaters of the world, but they sure
are adding to their riches in glory to come. We’re thrilled
to be a part of their ministry. We trust that you’re just as
thrilled to be a part of ours as we go to meet their very
specific needs.
Steve Quigg
V. P. of Field Services

Torch Journeys on. . .

W

hat torch and what journey? A torch speaks of light,
of something that can provide illumination for a path
ahead. The journey one takes on such a lighted path is sometimes
easy to understand, at other times hard to perceive. MSI recently
had the privilege of serving Brazil’s Asas de Socorro (ADS) and
the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) Operations in Brazil.
The torch and the journey were quite apparent. . .
Steve Quigg, MSI’s Vice-President of Field Services,
teamed up with Daryl Bussert, Director of JAARS Aviation
Safety, to put together two field audits and two Safety Seminars
coordinated with ADS in Brazil. The logistics of conducting
these services were compounded by structuring the events in
relatively short time in such a huge country as Brazil. These
events were to be held in three different locations in two weeks,
with each over 1,000 miles from the other!
This resulted in creating one of the largest MSI teams ever:
9 people—Daryl and Marlene Bussert, MSI’s Steve Quigg and
Stan Schmoe, former ADS pilot Darryl Carver and wife Lee,
MAF’s Frank Gibbs, 777 Captain Dave Schlener, and retired
FAA Systems Inspector, Paul Scheerer. Not all attended each of
the MSI Seminars or Audits—the team was split according to
individual interest and appropriateness to the tasks ahead.
The times—they are a’ changing in Brazil—from changes
in Brazil’s governance of civil aviation, to changes in ADS and
SIL operations. One consequence is that SIL ( JAARS) closed
its maintenance base in Porto Velho, Rondonia, and began
partnering with the ADS Maintenance base and flight school
in Anápolis, Goias—about 2 hours by bus from Brasília, the
national capital. Attached to the new Anápolis hangar (cover)
is the new SIL Brazil headquarters (below right). SIL still has
a flight operation in Porto Velho, but aircraft maintenance
has shifted to Anápolis. One SIL Cessna-206 is now based in
Anápolis, partnering in a mutual advantageous way with ADS
flight school operations. Porto Velho was the place for the first
MSI audit team—Busserts, Schmoe, and Scheerer.
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looking forward to mission service as well as those training for
commercial purposes. The school is now housed in its new
location as part of the beautiful new ADS hangar (below left).
There are currently 27 students in both flight and mechanics
training. Initially an engine Overhaul Center, ADS facilities in
Anápolis today include a separate administration building and
an engine shop (Oficina Paulo Lewis) along with the new school,
maintenance hangar, and SIL complex.
Next stop for MSI team members Quigg, Busserts, Carvers,
Gibbs, and Schlener was up to Manaus, capital city of Amazonia,
for the first Safety Seminar not only for ADS personnel, but
also for other mission operators in the Amazon region.
The Manaus ADS flight operations center and maintenance
base is located near the city on a lake with a ramp and accessible
only by float or amphibious aircraft. It is an excellent facility
constructed in the past decade, with considerable open hangar
space sufficient to accommodate the ADS amphibious Cessna
Caravan as well as several other smaller aircraft. The expanded
ADS ministry now includes a department of social services,
in which humanitarian needs are addressed as well as the
spiritual. Medical, dental, evangelistic and health outreach,
initiated in 1986 from Anápolis, is now a significant Manaus
service supported by
boat as well as aircraft
transportation. ADS
is also providing water
filters for these villages
to improve the health of
the citizenry.
Then it was back
to Anápolis for MSI
Team Quigg, Gibbs
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and the Carvers, for
the last Safety Seminar.
Participants included local aviation personnel as well as school
students. Interest was high at both the Manaus and Anápolis
Safety Seminars, discussions intense, and feedback from the
participants was very positive.

This same team conducted the second audit—of the ADS
Flight and Mechanics school in Anápolis. This school, first
started in 1972, has grown significantly and gained international
recognition, providing training for students from eight countries
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One might ask why these MSI services were needed in
view of the 55 year safety record of ADS. Incidents yes, but
1) no fatalities or significant injuries in the thousands of hours
of flight operations; 2) no engine overhauled by the Anápolis
Overhaul Center has failed; 3) two engine stoppages were caused
by loss of oil (broken external oil line and loose oil filter—both
airplanes landed undamaged, but engines junked); and 4) two
damaged aircraft were considered total losses (pilots unhurt)!
Why continuing safety education is needed is in part driven
by the increasing scope and complexity of the ADS ministry,
the restructuring necessary to keep on top of all the changes, the
increasing costs of all aspects of mission aviation and, not least of
all, its interfacing with the new government civil aviation authority.
ADS has come far from its humble beginnings with two MAF-US
families in 1955 to a very large organization with 33 personnel in
a strategic governance role and another approximately 70 in field
operations—all totally under Brazilian control. As this Journey
continues to unfold, new and perhaps unseen challenges lie ahead.
The need for safety education continues unabated.
None of ADS growth would have been possible without
the Torch—the continuing Christian passionate flame in people,
both ex-patriots and nationals, who hold to principles as they try
to fulfill their purposes in “Giving Wings to Those Who Give
Their Lives” (ADS motto), all the while generating trust among
those whom they serve. The trust that has been built between
ADS and individuals, missions, and government agencies has led
and continues to lead to increased partnering with these entities.
Failing to see the providence of our Lord in all of this is not an
option. What also is not an option is to take the good safety
record for granted, and fail to keep sensitive to those things that
can unexpectedly trip up an individual or an organization.
That’s where MSI comes in. We are grateful to ADS, SIL
and all those who participated in this recent ministry and MSI
looks forward to continued partnership in the years ahead.

All in all, a rather exhausting two weeks, but still deep
satisfaction that ministry to improve safety was received and
appreciated—and needed. As one ADS leader commented,
“This MSI Safety Seminar was by far the best quality safety
seminar—there is nothing comparable to it in Brazil.”
Daryl Bussert Photo
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The Editor

From the Files
Bad Weather Tragedy
AIRCRAFT—CESSNA U206G
DAMAGE—Destroyed
INJURIES - 4 Fatalities
WEATHER: Smoke haze, low cloud
AIRCRAFT LOAD: Pilot, three passengers
			
and baggage

minutes of the flight, were normal. Concurrent with this
flight, another aircraft was inbound to the same destination.
At 13:58 the pilot called this other pilot on area VHF frequency reporting that he was in the mountain gap area “having a bit of fun trying to get down.” The other pilot reported
on his perceptions of the weather from his position, but was
unable to give accurate details because of the haze in the area.
Further communications with the aircraft were also heard by
a third pilot. These communications indicated that the pilot
was experiencing difficulty with the weather, that he may
have descended in the wrong area, that he was having trouble,
and that he was going to crash.
On landing at his destination, the pilot telephoned the
Chief Pilot to advise him of the possibility of a crash. He
then started search and rescue procedures. Some time later
burning wreckage was sighted by a searching helicopter. The
wreckage was subsequently identified as the aircraft and a
ground party, from one of the rescue helicopters, confirmed
that there were no survivors.

BACKGROUND
The pilot had operated on the field for five years and had
flown this route many times. They had just returned from
furlough the day preceding the accident.
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
The Chief pilot had prepared a number of alternatives
for the family. They could be flown to their destination, or the
pilot could fly the aircraft himself, in which case there were
two alternatives. An aircraft was available immediately, having just come out of the hangar after a 50 hourly inspection,
but would have to be back at base Monday morning. The
second alternative was to wait for another aircraft to return
to base later in the day, but then have no deadline to meet
regarding the return of it. The pilot chose the first alternative.
While the pilot made a daily inspection of the aircraft,
the Chief pilot prepared and logged a flight plan for the trip.
He requested a fuel supply of 180 liters, but on dipping the
tanks, the traffic officer reported that there was already 190
liters of fuel on board. This was accepted. While logging the
flight plan with the briefing office by phone, the Chief Pilot enquired about the enroute weather and noted the report
on the plan he had prepared. That report was: “8/8 cloud
[overcast], visibility okay in the destination area to the south,
smoke haze to the north and on the ranges.”
The Chief Pilot telephoned the traffic officer at the destination and received a weather report directly. This indicated
that the weather at the destination was fine. The weather at
their departure location at the time was fine, all the ranges
around were visible and clear, more than half the sky showing blue sky, 3/8 cloud, with smoke haze through the valley.
The Chief Pilot also obtained the current NOTAMS from
the briefing office and passed them verbally to the pilot. On
the basis of the current location weather, the enroute weather
and the destination weather, the Chief Pilot was happy to authorize the flight.
The aircraft was loaded with just the pilot’s family, a
suitcase and two hand bags. It was some 312 kg below gross
weight at the time of departure.
Communications with the aircraft, until the last few

FINDINGS
The pilot had apparently made it through the gap and
was attempting to descend between the terrain and cloud
when terrain and cloud merged.
Evidence shows the aircraft hit trees and then terrain at
relatively high speed with flaps retracted.
The aircraft was destroyed by impact and the subsequent fire. All four occupants died on impact - the pilot, his
wife, and his two children.
OBSERVATIONS
The pilot was under no external stress to complete the
flight. The flight was to position the pilot and his family at the
destination enabling them to complete the packing of their
belongings, bid farewell to friends, and return to base on
the following Monday. If the pilot had diverted to the south
around the high gap when he found the weather on the direct
route to be unsuitable for continued visual flight, the accident
would have been prevented. The pilot could have diverted to
an alternative destination or returned to base.
The pilot’s operational standards during his first term
on the field, particularly with respect to flying in poor weather conditions, had come to the notice of the operational management. He was being transferred by mutual agreement
from the flying operation to the engineering operation for a
planned period of twelve months, beginning just after this
trip. He had not been grounded.
Continued next page
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Jay Hopkins Comments
Hidden Stress

T

rather than saying that he was
having a hard time and might
have to turn around or divert to
an alternate.
Grounding a pilot is one
of the most difficult steps for
management to have to take.
It is commendable that the
chief pilot made the difficult decision to transfer this pilot
to maintenance duties. However, he did not go all the way
and actually ground the pilot. Either the pilot was safe or he
was not safe. Leaving the pilot on flight status meant that
he would almost certainly be called upon to fly in critical
situations when another pilot was not available. These are
exactly the kinds of situations that are most dangerous for
a pilot with hazardous attitudes that cloud their judgment.
So this case study has a number of lessons, especially for
management:

here is a whole lot of critical information missing from
this report. This analysis will therefore necessarily be
based on my experience and best judgment of what might
have been going on in the pilot’s mind. Even if this is not
entirely accurate, the lessons for us all remain valid.
There is an observation that “the pilot was under no
external stress to complete the flight.” However, the pilot was
under a lot of internal stress. First, he had just returned from
furlough. By itself, we might not think of this as a warning
sign. After all, the pilot just had time off to relax and rest.
On the other hand, many people actually find furlough or
vacation somewhat more stressful. They are out of their
normal routine. They have to plan their furlough. It usually
involves travel, which by itself is stressful, especially when
travelling with children. There is no mention about how far
the pilot and his family had travelled the previous day or
whether it had interfered with their normal sleep pattern.
Reading this article was like déjà vu to me, as another
accident I often use as a case study starts out the same way,
“The pilot and his family had returned from furlough the
previous day.” The U.S. Navy realized they were having so
many accidents on the first day crews arrived back from
Christmas holidays, that they make that a mandatory Safety
Stand-down Day, with no flying allowed. Squadron members
attend briefings on safety issues to help everyone get back into
the safety frame of mind before they get back into the cockpit.
I would recommend that Chief Pilots strongly consider not
allowing pilots to fly on their first day back from furlough.
In addition to any stress related to returning from
furlough, the pilot was being transferred to non-flying duties
due to unspecified operational standards with respect to flying
in poor weather conditions. This last trip was for the purpose
of packing their belongings, saying goodbye to friends, and
then returning to the base airport the following Monday
where he would begin his duties as a mechanic. We have no
idea how this affected the pilot, and his wife and children, but
it would be reasonable to expect emotional turmoil within
each individual and within the family, leading to significant
stress and mental distraction.
This would be especially true for the pilot. He was
essentially being grounded, although management had not
actually taken that step. This would be a big hit to any pilot’s
ego, and it is easy to imagine how this could have strengthened
any macho/invulnerable/anti-authority tendencies he had to
prove he could make it to the destination on this last trip.
His failure to take the situation seriously is indicated by his
report that he was “having a bit of fun trying to get down,”

1. Be ready to make hard decisions.
2. Don’t make partial decisions. If a pilot is not
considered safe, then that pilot needs to be removed
from flight operations for his safety and the safety of
his passengers.
3. If a pilot is being removed from flight duties, make it a
clean break and do it immediately. I assume that this
pilot had been counseled numerous times leading
up to the decision to remove him from flight duties.
It is obvious that this was not having the desired
effect and management decided the pilot should be
transferred to maintenance duties. This should be
presented in a positive light. There have been many
pilots who did well in training but for some reason
just weren’t well suited for flight operations in a field
environment. Many of these pilots continued to
serve in other non-flying capacities, making good use
of their skills to further the work of the Lord in ways
not possible as a pilot. But actually learning that
they will be removed from flight status is typically
a very emotional time, and a pilot has no business
flying an airplane during that period. This case study
makes it clear that management needs to recognize
the dangers inherent in this situation and not give
in to the temptation to allow “one more flight,” as the
potential for disaster is high.
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News
Joe Hopkins receives Wright Brothers
Master Pilot Award

2. IAMA’s new web portal is up and running. This new portal will provide an effective means of matching needs with
resources available, whether that be people, equipment,
services, or finances. Further development and refinement
is ongoing, so check out the latest at www.iamanet.org.

Recent Accidents

A

O

n November 13, 2010, Mission Safety International
(MSI) Founder Joe Hopkins received a Wright Brothers Master Pilot Award. This award recognizes pilots who have
demonstrated professionalism, skill and aviation expertise by
maintaining safe operations for 50 or more years.
Joe first soloed on October 8, 1958 while a student in the
Moody Bible Institute’s Missionary Aviation program. As of
March, 2010, he had recorded 10,616 hours of pilot time. Of this,
8,177 hours has been in flight instruction. He holds Commercial
Pilot, Airline Transport Pilot, Flight Instructor, Advanced Instrument Ground Instructor, and Airframe and Powerplant certificates.
He and wife Elaine spent several years in Brazil with MAF,
after which he returned to the USA, serving as flight instructor
at MAF and Moody Aviation. His interest in safety led him to
form MSI in 1982, leading him and MSI teams to 35 countries
in the effort to improve the safety of mission aviation operations.
Congratulations Joe, on all these years of safe flying, and
your passion that all pilots may enjoy an equally safe flying record!

IAMA

T

he International Association of Missionary Aviation (IAMA)
has announced two recent significant developments:
1. Michael Stroh of New Tribes Mission (NTM) has
agreed to serve as Executive Director for IAMA. This position will oversee many of the operational and day to day
activities of IAMA, and having someone with Michael’s
gifts and abilities available to spend significant time developing IAMA will provide a tremendous boost to this
association, benefitting everyone in missionary aviation.
Mission Safety International, Inc.
328 E. Elk Avenue, Suite 1
Elizabethton, Tennessee 37643-3351
Telephone 423-542-8892 FAX 423-542-5464
E-mail info@msisafety.org www.msisafety.org

number of recent landing accidents have been reported.
We are thankful that there were no serious injuries, but
the costs of some of them will be significant. While the rate of
accidents this year is somewhat lower
than the spike we saw last year, it is
still higher than in previous years.
For instance, how big are 6 little
bolts? Big enough when they are no
longer there to take down a Cessna
206 while on a recent flight in Africa!
Even though there was an accident, God’s beneficent hand was
certainly evident on a moonless night
when the engine started vibrating very severely and then summarily quit. The propeller had departed the engine! There was
obviously nothing the pilot could do except control the airplane,
which was then severely out of trim, in a rather steep descent
until the landing.
Turning on the
landing lights just before
hitting the ground, the
pilot landed in a fairly
open marsh area and
ended up hitting some
trees. The pilot escaped
uninjured. The airplane
was totaled.
Accidents
still
continue to happen in mission aviation flight operations. The
results of investigations of these accidents reveal factors that are
ultimately related to breakdowns in potentially many levels of
discipline—the kind required to insure a high level of safety in
flight operations.
In these days when financial resources are considerably
constrained for mission aviation operations, MSI is doing its
best to come alongside mission agencies and help them improve
the safety of their operations. There is cost involved, but the cost
is so many times greater when accidents happen. In this accident, the cost is significant. Had there been a fatality, the cost
in human life as well as in dollars would have been many times
greater. MSI appreciates your support as we work to determine
the causes and prevent future accidents from happening.
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